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A Grave for Two 

Anne Holt 

9781786498502    €14.99  ____

Atlantic 

Hudsons Kill

Paddy Hirsch

9781786498168   €14.99  ____

Atlantic

FICTION

Night for Day 

Patrick Flannery 

9781782396062   €14.99    ____

Atlantic 

Sweet Sorrow 

David Nicholls

9781444715415  €17.99    _____

Hodder 

This Far Field 

Madhori Vijay 

9781611854824   €14.99   _____

Atlantic 

*When All is Said

Anne Griffin

9781529304299  €10.99   ____

Hodder

Poignant, funny, enchanting, 

devastating, Sweet Sorrow is a 

tragicomedy about the rocky path to

adulthood and the confusion of family

life, a celebration of the reviving power

of friendship and that brief, searing 

explosion of first love that can only be

looked at directly after it has burned

out.

With rare acumen and evocative prose,

in The Far Field Madhuri Vijay masterfully

examines Indian politics, class prejudice,

and sexuality through the lens of an 

outsider, offering a profound meditation

on grief, guilt and the limits of 

compassion.

At the bar of a grand hotel in a small

Irish town sits 84-year-old Maurice

Hannigan. Over the course of this

evening, he will raise five toasts to

the five people who have meant the

most to him. Through these stories -

of unspoken joy and regret, a secret

tragedy kept hidden, a fierce love

that never found its voice - the life of

one man will be powerfully and

poignantly laid bare. 

The Absolutely Remarkable Thing 

Hnak Green 

9781473224209   €9.50    ____

Gollancz

The Archipelago of Another Life 

Andrei Makine

9780857057938   €17.99     ____

Quercus 

Beneath the Surface 

Fiona Neill

9780718189792   €15.50    ____

Joseph (Michael) 

The Bookish of Nina Hill 

Abbi Waxman 

9781472266217  €10.99   ____

Headline 

Compulsively entertaining and 

powerfully relevant, An Absolutely 

Remarkable Thing grapples with big

themes, including how the social 

internet is changing fame, how our

culture deals with fear, and how 

vilification and adoration follows a life

in the public eye.

A tense "Siberian Western" set in the

inhospitable, boundless Russia taiga at

the height of the Cold War

*The Nanny at No.43

Nicola Cassidy 

9781781998083   €9.99  ____

Poolbeg 

Bird King

Willow G Wilson

9781611854657   €14.99   ____

Atlantic 

When Nina's quiet, bookish life is 

upturned by the family she never knew

she had, she finds herself on a journey

to discover if real life can ever live up

to fiction.



*Clock Dance 

Anne Tyler 

9781784708597      €10.50     ____

Vintage 

The Bookshop of the Broken Hearted 

Robert Hillman 

9780571349784     €10.50    ____

Faber & Faber 

A bittersweet novel of hope and regret,

fulfilment and renewal, Clock Dance

brings us the everyday life of a woman

who decides it’s never too late to change

direction, and choose your own path.

FICTION

Dolores 

Lauren Aimee Curtis 

9781474611930    €11.99 ____

Weidenfeld

'A glowing, beating heart of a book'

Megan Hunter, author of The End We

Start From

Expectation 

Anna Hope 

9780857524911    €14.99   ____

Transworld 

EXPECTATION is a novel of the highs

and lows of friendship - how it can

dip, dive and rise again. It is also

about finding your way: as a mother, a

daughter, a wife, a rebel. Most of all, it

explores that liminal space between

expectation and reality, the place - full

of dreams, desires and pain - in which

we all live our lives. 

The Carer

Deborah Moggach 

9781472260468    €17.99   _____

Headline 

Family Trust 

Kathy Wang 

9781789543476     €10.50  _____

Head of Zeus 

The First Time Lauren Pailing Died 

Alyson Rudd

9780008278281    €14.99   ___

Harper Collins 

From the bestselling author of The Best

Exotic Marigold Hotel and Tulip Fever, a

deliciously funny, poignant and wry

novel, full of surprising twists and turns. 

A family drama set in the 

Asian-American community in Silicon

Valley.

Perfect for fans of Kate Atkinson and

Maggie O’Farrell, The First Time 

Lauren Pailing Died is a book about

loss, grief – and how, despite it not 

always feeling that way, every ending

marks the start of something new.

The Great Wide Open 

Douglas Kennedy 

9780099585213    €10.50  ______

Arrow/Vintage 

How to be Famous 

Caitlin Moran 

9780091948993    €10.99   _____

Arrow/Vintage 

I Am Sovereign

Nicola Barker 

9781785152269    €15.50   ______

Faber

The Great Wide Open is an immensely

ambitious and compulsive saga; a

novel which will speak volumes to 

anyone who has marvelled at that pain

that can only be caused by family 

itself.

I might only be nineteen, but I'm wise

enough to know that everyone around

me is handling fame very, very badly.

I'm going to use my new monthly 

column for The Face to write about

every ridiculous, surreal, amazing 

aspect of a million people knowing your

name.

Avigail, yes Avigail, his estate agent, is

trying - mostly in vain - to rein in

Charles's most unhelpful eccentricities,

including his repeated recounting to 

potential buyers of an unsuccessful 

burglary that took place twelve years

ago.

*The Getaway 

Maria Duffy 

9781473673175    €16.99   _____

Hodder

A woman on the edge buys a one-way

ticket to Spain, leaving all of her 

responsibilities behind...

*A Degree of Truth 

Muriel Bolger 

9781473691469     €16.99   ____

Hodder



Poignant and bittersweet, compelling

and heart-breaking, this is a book

about all that we inherit from our

families, from bestselling author Jenny

Eclair.

FICTION

Live a Little is in equal parts funny, 

irreverent and tender – a novel to make

you consider all the paths not taken,

and whether you could still change

course.

The OMG romance of the year, The Man

Who Didn't Call is a heart-wrenching

love story with a dark secret at its heart.

Pirata 

Simon Scarrow 

9781472213730   €17.99 ____

Headline 

*PS I Love You New Edition

Cecilia Ahearn 

9780008331658    €9.50   ____

Harper Collins

Meaningful and moving - the classic

million-copy bestselling love story from

Cecelia Ahern.

The new novel from Ruth Hogan, the

bestselling author of The Keeper of

Lost Things and The Wisdom of Sally

Red Shoes - an uplifting novel of 

mothers and daughters, families and

secrets and the astonishing power of

friendship.

Professor Chandra Follows His Bliss

Rajeev Balasubramanyam

9781784708818    €10.99  ____

Vintage 

It's tender and compassionate, written

with exquisite care and verve, and so so

SO funny' MARIAN KEYESProfessor

Chandra is about to embark on the trip

of a lifetime. In short, says his doctor

(who is from California), Professor

Chandra should just follow his bliss.

Queenie Malone’s Paradise Hotel

Ruth Hogan 

9781473669031   €9.50  ____

Hodder

Inheritance 

Jenny Eclair 

9780751567045   €16.99 ____

Warner

Learning to Die

Thomas Maloney 

9781912854196   €10.50 ____

Scribe 

Live a Little 

Howard Jacobson

9781787331440   €16.99 ____

Vintage

The Man Who Didn’t Call 

Rosie Walsh 

9781509828302   €9.50 ____

Macmillan

Meet Me at the Museum 

Anne Youngson

9781784163464   €11.10 ____

Transworld 

Middle England 

Jonathan Coe 

9780241983683   €10.99____

Hamilton (Hamish)

*Nobber

Oisin Fagan

9781529389098   €15.50 ____

Hodder

*On Bone Bridge 

Maria Hoey 

9781781997925   €9.99 ____

Poolbeg 



The Secret Hours 

Santa Montefiore

9781471169632    €17.50   ____

S&S

The enchanting new novel from Sunday

Times bestselling author, Santa 

Montefiore. The perfect summer read

for 2019!

The Spanish Promise 

Karen Swan

9781529006186    €9.50 ____

Macmillan

The Spanish Promise is a sizzling 

summer novel from Sunday Times 

bestselling author Karen Swan, set in the 

vibrant streets of Madrid, for fans of 

Victoria Hislop and Santa Montefiore. 

FICTION

Swallowtail Summer

Erica James 

9781409173793    €9.50  ____

Orion

Starling Days

Rowan Hisayo Bucanan

9781473638389    €16.99    ____

Hodder

The moving new novel from Desmond

Elliot-shortlisted author of Harmless

Like You.

The Thunder Girls 

Melanie Blake 

9781529017434  €9.90  ____

S&S

Train Man 

Andrew Mulligan 

9781784742720   €14.99 ____

Chatto & Windus 

The Trick to Time 

Kit de Waal 

9780241973417   €10.50   ____

Hamilton (Hamish)

The Travelers 

Regina Porter

9781787331013   €15.50  ____

Vintage

A blockbuster novel based on the 

upcoming play The Thunder Girls, due

for national tour in 2019, about a girl

band attempting to reunite thirty

years after their original split. Levelled

at a Calendar Girls, Jackie Collins, 

nostalgia-based audience.

He's waiting for the 9.46 to Gloucester,

so as to reach Crewe for 11.22: the 

platforms are long at Crewe, and he can

walk easily into the path of a high-speed

train to London. He's planned it all: a net

of tangerines (for when the refreshments

trolley is cancelled), and a juice carton

filled with neat whisky (for Dutch

courage).

An astonishing debut novel that bears

witness to the Civil Rights movement,

the Vietnam War and the first term of

Obama's presidency, The Travelers is

both an intimate family portrait and a

searing examination of America today.

An ingenious blend of sex, secrets and

betrayal, Very Nice is a sharp, compulsive

take on modern life from one of 

America's most exciting novelists.

Scibona’s story of a restless soldier

pressed into service for a clandestine

branch of the US government unfolds

against the backdrop of the seismic

shifts in global politics of the second

half of the twentieth century. Epic in

scope but intimate in feeling, this is a

deeply immersive read from a rising

star of American fiction.

The new novel from the number one

bestselling author of Cold Mountain - a

stunning portrait of the devastation left

by the American Civil War, as seen

through the eyes of a woman who

played a part at the heart of it.

The Truths and Triumphs of Grace

Atherton is the story of a woman who

has her heart broken, but then puts it

back together again in the most 

uplifting and exquisite way.

Truths & Triumphs of Grace Atherton

Anstey Harris

9781471173820   €10.50   ____

S&S

The Volunteer 

Salvatore Scibona

9781787330801   €15.50   ____

Vintage

Very Nice 

Marcy Dermansky

9781526605658    €17.30  ____

Bloomsbury 

Varina 

Charles Frazier 

9781473686168   €10.99  ____

Hodder



Whisper Network

Chandler Baker 

9780751575132   €16.99   ____

Warner

As timely as it is brilliant, you'll want

to tell everyone you know about

Whisper Network.

Au Pair: A Spellbinding Mystery 

Emma Rous 

9780349419084     € 9.50____

Abacus

'Entrancing, compelling, atmospheric,

reminiscent of Daphne du Maurier. A

beautiful read that delivers a shocking

and satisfying ending' Liv Constantine,

bestselling author of The Last Mrs 

Parrish

FICTION

You’ll Never See Me Again 

Lesley Pearse

9780718189341   €16.50   ____

Joseph (Michael)

Women Talking 

Miriam Toews

9780571340330    €10.50  ____

Faber & Faber 

Women Talking is an imagined response

to these real events. When the women

learn the truth, they meet secretly to

discuss how to protect themselves and

their daughters from future harm. But

they have just two days to decide, before

the rapists are bailed out and brought

home.

The Assistant 

S.K Tremayne

9780008309527   €14.99  ____

Harper Collins

The Wives 

Lauren Weisberger 

9780007569274   €9.50  ____

Harper Collins

The City in Flames 

Michael Russell

9781472130358    €17.99   ____

Cosair 

Call Him Mine 

Tim MacGabhann

9781474610452     €16.99   ____

Weidenfeld

In the style of Benjamin Black, an

evocative, literary crime thriller set in

Ireland and London during the 

outbreak of WWII.

Perfect marriages. Perfect neighbours.

Perfect lies.

A 'brilliantly plotted' crime novel set in

the dark heart of Mexico, written by a

'writer of gritty poetic genius.'

It left me breathless.' CLAIRE ASKEW,

author of All The Hidden Truths'The

story is told at a propulsive rate, the

legal details are persuasive and the 

dialogue is excellent.' Irish Times'This

is a wonderfully assured debut.

A twisted play on a psychological

thriller about obsession and identity,

from the satirical author of I'll Eat

When I'm Dead.

The thrilling, brand-new Eve Dallas

novel from international number one

bestseller J.D. Robb

`Haunting and evocative.' Clare 

Mackintosh `A beautiful, stirring story

of loss and obsession' Lisa Jewell Some

friendships are made to be broken

The Cliff House 

Amanda Jennings 

9780008248895   €9.50   ____

Harper Collins

Fake Like Me 

Barbara Bourland 

9781786486448    €17.99  ____

Quercus 

Darkest Truth 

Catherine Kirwin 

9781787460287   €9.50    ____

Random

Connections in Death 

J.D. Robb

9780349422022    €9.90  ____

Abacus 



The Family Upstairs 

Lisa Jewel

9781780899213    €14.99   ____

Cornerstone

A Fatal Game 

Nicholas Searle 

9780241354384   €15.50 ____

Hamilton (Hamish)

FICTION

The Holiday 

T.M Logan

9781785767708    €9.50   ____

Bonnier 

Four women who have been best

friends for as long as they can 

remember - Kate, Rowan, Jennifer and

Izzy - making the most of a luxurious

villa in the south of France. But Kate

has a secret: her husband is having an

affair.

Good Girl Bad Girl 

Michael Robotham

9780751573442   €16.99   ____

Warner

GOOD GIRL, BAD GIRL is an unnerving

psychological thriller from one of the

greatest crime writers of today, Michael

Robotham, bestselling author of THE

OTHER WIFE and THE SECRETS SHE

KEEPS.

Hush Hush 

James Patterson 

9781780899701   €16.99   ____

Cornerstone

The July Girls 

Phoebe Locke 

9781472249302   €17.99   ____

Headline 

Long Road to Mercy 

David Baldacci 

9781509874361     €9.50   ____

Macmillan

Knife 

Jo Nesbo 

9781787300774     €16.50  ____

Random House 

Long Road to Mercy is the 

heart-pounding first novel in the FBI

Special Agent Atlee Pine series by 

bestselling author David Baldacci.

Chilling, gripping and unputdownable,

with a wonderful protagonist - a 

must-read this summer' Karen Hamilton,

Sunday Times-bestselling author of THE

PERFECT GIRLFRIEND

A POWERFUL AND PRESCIENT

THRILLER FROM THE MILLION-SELLING

AUTHOR OF I'LL KEEP YOU SAFE, 

COFFIN ROAD AND THE BLACKHOUSE.

The Man With No Face 

Peter May 

9781787472594  €9.50   ____

Quercus 

Marked for Death 

Tony Kent 

9781783964499    €9.50  ____

Elliot & Thompson

Never Look Back 

A.L. Gaylin

9781409179047   €17.99   ____

Orion 

My Name is Anna 

Lizzy Barber 

9781787460768  €9.50   ____

Random



The shocking death of a young

woman leads Detective Dave 

Robicheaux into the dark corners of

Hollywood, the mafia, and the 

backwoods of Louisiana in this 

gripping mystery from "modern 

master" (Publishers Weekly) James

Lee Burke.

The New Iiberia Blues 

James Lee Burke 

9781409176510  €10.99   ____

Orion 

FICTION

She will destroy her enemies once

and for all... The explosive conclusion

to the Jane Hawk saga, from No. 1

New York Times bestseller Dean

Koontz.

The Night Window 

Dean Koontz

9780008291426  €14.99   ____

Harper Collins

A gripping historical crime novel

from the internationally bestselling

author, David Baldacci.

One Good Deed 

David Baldacci 

9781529027495  €16.50   ____

Macmillan

One Minute Later 

Susan Lewis 

9780008286767  €9.50   ____

Harper Collins

The Other Mrs Miller 

Allison Dickson

9780751574807   €15.50  ____

Warner

Out of the Dark 

Gregg Hurwitz

9781405928564   €9.50   ____

Penguin BBC

A spectacular new psychological

thriller: Liane Moriary meets Paula

Hawkins in Aimee Molloy's 

ulse-pounding new novel

The Perfect Mother 

Aimee Molloy

9780751570342   €9.50   ____

Warner

WELCOME TO THE SCHOOL 

REUNION FROM HELL... Twenty-five

years after a tragic incident, three

friends return to their high-school for

one final reunion: there's a body

buried in the building, and they're

the ones who put it there...

The Reunion

Guillaume Musso

9781474611213   €17.99____

Weidenfeld

When single mum Joanna shares a

rumour at the school gates - 

desperate to ingratiate herself with

the clique of mothers at her son's

new school - there is no going back .

The Rumour 

Lesley Kara 

9780552175500   €9.50  ____

Corgi Books 

Run Away

Harlan Coben 

9781784751173   €10.50  ____

Vintage 

A powerful, compelling, vividly 

written Australian crime novel, 

perfect for fans of Peter May and

Jane Harper

Scrublands

Chris Hammer

9781472255143  €10.99   ____

Headline

Someone We Know 

Shari Lapena 

9781787630253   €14.99   ____

Bantam



Target: Alex Cross 26

James Patterson

9781784753658  €10.50   ____

Vintage 

FICTION

Breaking Bad meets Eeny Meeny in

this unforgettable heart-pounding

high concept thriller masterclass

The Chain 

Adrian McKinty 

9781409189596   €15.50   ____

Orion

Set in the technological underbelly of

the 21st century, and taking the

reader between London, Berlin,

Athens and Los Angeles, as well as

into terrorist-controlled Syrian cities,

THIS IS GOMORRAH explores what it

means to win, and to lose, at the

global game of ideology and power.

This is Gomorrah

Tom Chatfield

9781473681385  €14.99   ____

Hodder

Taut, authoritative and explosive, To

Kill the Truth takes us to the edge of

anarchy, a world without truth in

which history will be re-written by

those who live to shape it.

To Kill the Truth 

Sam Bourne 

9781787474925  €9.50  ____

Quercus 

Under Currents 

Nora Roberts 

9780349421926  €15.50   ____

Abacus

Both a sequel and a prequel to The

Dark Fields, which was adapted into

the hit movie Limitless, Under the

Night explores the seductive power

and dangers of unlocking the human

mind.

Under the Night 

Alan Glynn

9780571316267   €10.50   ____

Faber & Faber 

The sequel to Lynda La Plante's

groundbreaking thriller, Widows - now

a major feature film.

Widow’s Revenge 

Lynda La Plante 

9781785768323  €9.50   ____

Bonnier 

Far to the west, four Shiang masters

approach the city walls of Darien. The

sword saint and his companions have

crossed a continent to bring an old

man home for punishment. They will

not be denied, even if the whole city

stands in their way. 

Shiang: Empire of Salt Book II

C.F. Iggulden

9780718186777  €9.50   ____

Joseph (Michael)

The Wolf’s Call

Anthony Ryan 

9780356511283   €17.99  ____

Orbit 

The Woman in the Dark 

Vanessa Savage 

9780751571530  €9.50   ____

Warner

This new collection, brings to light a

world of magical characters, whose

aim is to charm and entertain.

*Enchanted Lake 

Sinead De Valera 

9781856079792   €12.99   ____

Columba 

Beautifully written, powerful and

suspenseful, Naomi Wood's The 

Hiding Game is a novel about the

dangerously fine line between love

and obsession, set against the most

turbulent era of our recent past.

The Hiding Game 

Naomi Wood 

9781509892792  €16.50   ____

Macmillan



Frank Chapel, a young, black 

American soldier fighting with the

Buffalo soldiers for a country that 

refuses him the vote, is unlike anyone

Vittoria has ever met. In the chaos,

they find each other - but can their

growing love overcome prejudice and

war?

The Sound of Hours 

Karen Campbell

9781526605993   €17.30   ____

Bloomsbury 

FICTION

In this seductive tale of self-delusion

and obsession, Alix Nathan has created

an utterly transporting historical novel

which is both elegant and unforgettably

sinister.

The Warlow Experiment 

Alix Nathan

9781788161695   €15.50   ____

Profile 

A story of two women who find

friendship and second chances when

they'd least expect to.

The Girl I Used to Know 

Faith Hogan 

9781788549882  €9.50   ____

Head of Zeus

It is a photograph she took of her

best friend's death. Now, as that 

controversial picture hangs as the

centrepiece of a new feminist 

exhibition curated by Leonie's niece,

long-repressed memories of 

Veronica's extraordinary life and 

tumultuous, passionate and - at times

toxic - friendship begin to stir.

The Woman in the Photograph 

Stephanie Butland 

9781785768965    €9.50  ____

Bonnier 

The new novel from the 

award-winning writer, Ben Fergusson,

author of The Spring of Kasper Meier

and The Other Hoffmann Sister.

An Honest Man

Ben Ferguson

9781408708934     €16.99  ____

little Brown 

W.B. Yeats Poetry

W.B. Yeats

9781787553040     €12.30  ____

Flame Tree

The Forbidden Door 

Dean Koontz

9780008291457    €10.50  ____

Sportsfile

Her enemies will learn the true meaning

of fear... The No.1 New York Times best-

seller and master of suspense Dean

Koontz returns with the new Jane Hawk

blockbuster.



Three Women 

Lisa Taddeo

9781526611659      €17.99     ____

Bloomsbury 

Three Women is a record of unmet

needs, unspoken thoughts, 

disappointments, hopes and unrelenting

obsessions that tests the boundaries of

non-fiction.

NON FICTION

Fellow foreign correspondent Lindsey

Hilsum draws on unpublished diaries

and interviews with friends, family and

colleagues to produce a story of one of

the most daring and inspirational

women of our times.

*Frayed Atlantic Edge 

David Gange 

9780008225117    €22.50   ____

Harper Collins 

Mrs Delany: A Life 

Clarissa Orr Campbell

9780300161137    €37 .00  ____

Yale University 

In Extremis 

Lindsey Hilsum 

9781784703950     €11.99   ____

Vintage 

My Thoughts Exactly 

Lily Allen

9781911600916   €10.50____

Bonnier 

Blinded by the Light 

Sarfraz Manzoor

9781526612083    €12.30   ____

Bloomsbury 

The story of a breathtaking kayak

journey along the weather-ravaged

coasts of Atlantic Britain and Ireland,

undertaken by a leading historian and

nature writer.

The first comprehensive biography of

Mary Granville Delany-the artist and

court insider whose wide-ranging legacy

still reverberates today.

So, this is me. Lily Allen.

I am a mother, and I was a wife. I'm also

a singer and a songwriter. I have loved

and been let down. I've been stalked

and assaulted. I am a success and a 

failure. I've been broken and full of

hope. I am all these things and more.

Let Her Fly 

Ziauddin Yousafzai

9780753552988   €11.99 _____

Virgin Publishing 

*Mad Bad Dangerous to Know 

Colm Toibin 

9780241354421   €11.99   ____

Hamilton (Hamish)

In this intimate and extraordinary

memoir, Ziauddin Yousafzai, the 

father of Malala, gives a moving 

account of fatherhood and his 

lifelong fight for equality - proving

there are many faces of feminism.

Colm Toibin illuminates not only the

complex relationships between three

of the greatest writers in the English

language and their fathers, but also 

illustrates the surprising ways they 

surface in their work.

Pure 

Linda Kay Klein

9781501124822    €12.99 _____

S&S

*Interned 

James Durney

9781781175880    €19.99 ____

Mercier Press

At the Birth of Bowie 

Phil Lancaster 

9781789460834    €10.50  ____

John Blake

Factfulness: 10 Reasons We’re Wrong 

Hans Rosling

9781473637498    €11.99  ____

Hodder 

The international bestseller by 

legendary statisticians Hans, Ola and

Anna Rosling: inspiring and revelatory,

filled with lively anecdotes and mov-

ing stories, Factfulness is an urgent

and essential book that will change

the way you see the world, and make

you realise things are better than you

thought.



*Peeler’s Notebook Policing Victoria 

Barry Kennerk

9781781177099   €14.99  ____

Mercier Press

Origin Story 

David Christian 

9780141983028    €11.99    ____

Penguin Books 

David Christian, creator of Big History ('My

favourite course of all time' Bill Gates),

brings us the epic story of the universe and

our place in it, from 13.8 billion years ago

to the remote future 

NON FICTION

A book about the delusions of Brexit,

the threat it poses to economic 

prosperity, peace in Ireland and the 

tradition of British democracy.

Currency Credit and Crisis

Patrick Honohan

9781108741583    €30.80 ____

Cambridge University Press

*Heroic Failure 

Fintan O’Toole 

9781789540994    €10.50  ____

Head of Zeus 

Operation Jihadi Bride

John Carney 

9781913183028    €18.50  ____

Octopus

Breakfast with the Centenarians 

Daniela Mari 

9781786494832    €14.99    ____

Atlantic 

Rise and Kill First 

Ronen Bergman

9781473694743    €17.99  ____

Hodder

"A remarkable feat of fearless and 

responsible reporting . . . important,

timely, and informative." John le

Carre NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER

The first definitive history of the

Mossad, Shin Bet, and the IDF's 

targeted killing programs.

Learn the art of growing old from the

supercentenarians living life to the full

The Remarkable Life of the Skin 

Month Lyman 

9781787632080   €17.99_____

Bantam

Climate Justice 

Mary Robinson

978140888438   €11.10  ___

Bloomsbury

Through the lenses of science, 

sociology and history, Dr Monty

Lyman leads us on a journey across

our most underrated and unexplored

organ and reveals how the skin is far

stranger and more complex than

you've ever imagined.

Powerful and deeply humane, Climate 

Justice is a stirring manifesto on one of

the most pressing humanitarian issues of

our time, and a lucid, affirmative, and

well-argued case for hope.

From acclaimed tech writer Clive 

Thompson, a brilliant and immersive

study of one the most powerful tribes in

the world today, computer programmers

- where they come from, how they think,

what makes for greatness in their world,

and what should give us pause.

How to See is about our mispercep-

tions, how we can gain insight and how

mindfulness practices can help us see

our real selves. Thich Nhat Hanh brings

his signature clarity, compassion and

humour in showing us how to achieve

an awakened, more relaxed state of

self-awareness so we cn understand

ourselves and the world around us.

Coders

Clive Thompson

9781529018998    €17.50 _____

Macmillan

How to See

Thich Nhat Hanh

9781846046100   €6.25  ____

Rider

How to Lose a Country: The 7 Steps

from Democracy to Dictatorship is a

field guide to spotting the insidious

patterns and mechanisms of the 

populist wave sweeping the 

globe - before it's too late.

How to Lose a Country 

Ece Temelkuran

9780008294045    €11.99 ____

Harper Collins



Repair Shop

Karen Farrington

9781785944604   €17.99  ____

BBC

Direct from the Repair Shop's '

Workshop of Dreams', this one-stop

practical guide will help you repair

and maintain those aging treasures

and heirlooms around your house,

stashed in the attic, or gathering dust

in the garage.

*Confidence  

Caroline Foran

9781529391596     €10.99     ____

Hodder

NON FICTION

From flowers, fungi, tree trunks, and car

pedals - to walking boots, carpets, and

even corpses' hair: Traces is a fascinating,

unique, and utterly compelling book on

the universal themes of life, death, and

one's indelible link with nature.

*Murder in the Missions

Jean Harrington

9781781177129    €14.99    ____

Mercier Press

Kursk: Film tie-in

Robert Moore 

9780857504135    €10.99  ____

Transworld 

Traces: Everybody Leaves a Mark 

Patricia Wiltshire 

9781788700610    €19.50  ____

Bonnier

Survivors 

Maggie Oliver 

9781789460858     €10.50  ____

John Blake

But above all, he tells the nail-bitingly

poignant human story of the families

waiting ashore, of the desperate efforts of

British, Norwegian and Russian rescuers,

and of the Kursk sailors, trapped in the aft

compartnemt, waiting for rescue, as a

horrified world followed their battle to

stay alive .

*Great Moments in Irish Rugby 

Sportsfile

9781788491334    €14.99  ____

Sportsfile

*Causeway coastal Route 

Seth Linder 

9781788490962    €14.99  ____

O’Brien Press

Rugby World Cup 2019

Simon Collings 

9781787392670    €17.99  ____

Carlton

The Official Book is the must-have 

companion to world rugby's biggest

event. The Rugby World Cup's glorious

history and tournament records are

also fully covered making Rugby World

Cup 2019: The Official Book essential

reading for all fans interested in RWC

2019.



Oi Duck-biled Platypus!

Kes Gray 

9781444937336   €8.50   ____

Hodder 

A brilliantly funny, rhyming 

read-aloud picture book - 

jam-packed with animals and 

silliness! From the bestselling,

multi-award-winning creators of Oi

Frog!

Bedtime for Baby Shark

JohnJohn Bajet

9781407197692   €8.50  ____

Scholastic 

What the Ladybird Heard 10th Anni

Julia Donaldson

9781509894758    €8.50 ____
Macmillan 

Baby Shark has become well-known

and well-loved by children and parents

everywhere. Sing and dance along with

Baby Shark as he gets ready for bed in

this playful song and story.

When an egg arrives on his doorstep,

Beast doesn't quite know what to do:

feed it? This is the fourth in the 

award-winning Beast series, following

The Lonely Beast, The Brave Beast and

The Snow Beast.

Dog Diaries #3 Misson Impawsible

Steven Butler 

9781529119596   €7.45    ____

Ebury

Follow-up to the hilarious illustrated

novels Dog Diaries and Dog Diaries:

Happy Howlidays, featuring Rafe

Khatchadorian's pet pooch, Junior

Boy and Girl Who Broke the World

Amy Reed

9780349003405     €9.50    ____

Abacus

Lost Tide Warriors

Catherine Doyle

9781408896907   €8.50 ____

Bloomsbury

In the brilliant sequel to The Storm

Keeper's Island, winner of the Books are

My Bag Readers Award, Fionn Boyle

finds himself at the heart of the fight for

the island's survival.

Dog Man 5: Lord of the Fleas

Dav Pilkey

9781407192161  €10.50   ____

Scholastic

There's a new bunch of baddies in

town, and they have something 

sinister in store for Petey the Cat.

Once again, Dog Man is called into

action! With a cute kitten and a 

remarkable robot by his side, the

Supa Buddies must join forces with

the most unlikely of heroes to save

the day.

What doesn't kill you makes you ...

stronger? A poignant and gripping story

about the power of fear, food and love

Arctic Zoo

Robert Muchamore 

9781471408328    €12.99 ____
Hot Key

CHILDRENS

Dork Diaries 13: Birthday Drama

Rachel Renée Russell

9781471172779   €8.50 ____
S&S

A Strange Kind of Brave

Sarah Moore Fitzgerald 

9781510104129   €8.50    ____

Orion

Nikki and her friends Brandon, Chloe,

and Zoey are up for another adventure in

the thirteenth book in the #1 New York

Times bestselling Dork Diaries series.

He finds refuge in a derelict zoo with

best friend Duke, but as the two of

them grow close, the world outside 

becomes more and more hostile. 

Becoming Dinah

Kit de Waal

9781510105706   €9.50   ____

Orion

A YA coming-of-age road trip novel

about obsession, self-discovery, female

power, and the people we meet along

the way.

Baby Beast

Chris Judge

9781783447763   €13.99   ____

Transworld

This tenth anniversary edition of

What the Ladybird Heard by Julia

Donaldson and Lydia Monks 

features a deluxe cover, plus special

bonus material.



Season of the Witch

Sarah Rees Brennan

9781338326048   €9.50   ____

Scholastic

This prequel YA novel tells an 

all-new, original story and reveal a

side of Sabrina not seen on the new

NETFLIX show.

Four Tales

Philip Pullman 

9780241410042    €11.99   ____

Hamilton

Endling Bk 2

Katherine Applegate

9781783448371   €9.50  ____

Transworld

Drawing on the rich tradition of 

fairytales, these are four incredible 

stories that will obsess and enchant 

readers. Includes a prologue and 

epilogue from the uniquely talented

Philip Pullman, author of His Dark 

Materials

Miracle on Cherry Hill

Sun-Mi Hwang

9780349143354   €10.99   ____

Abacus

Miracle on Cherry Hill is a 

redemptive story of a damaged man

regaining his trust in humanity. It 

explores the fragility of nature and

human lives and is much-loved 

classic in South Korea. Includes

beautiful illustrations inside. 

Agent Weasel and the Fiendish..

Nick East

9781444945270   €8.50   ____

Hodder

Meet Agent Weasel: woodland 

super-spy. Can he foil the dastardly

Fiendish Fox Gang once and for all?

And will he still be home in time for

tea and biscuits? Perfect for reading

alone or sharing together, for fans of

The Bolds and Mr Gum.

Accidental Rock Star

Tom McLaughlin

9780192759009    €8.50   ____

Oxford

Queen of Air and Darkness

Cassandra Clare

9781471116711     €10.50   ____

S&S

All Ollie ever wanted was to become 

famous, and now he's a ROCK STAR!

This is the crazy story of how it all 

happened . . .

Dark secrets and forbidden love threaten

the very survival of the Shadowhunters in

Cassandra Clare's Queen of Air and 

Darkness, the final novel in bestselling

The Dark Artifices trilogy.

CHILDRENS

Pan’s Labyrinth

Guillermo Del Toro

9781526609571   €17.30   ____

Bloomsbury

This enthralling novel, inspired by

the 2006 film, illustrates that fantasy

is the sharpest tool to explore the 

terrors and miracles of the human

heart.

Heartstream

Tom Pollock

9781406378184   €9.50 ____

Walker

I just wanted to see you. Before the

end. A taut psychological thriller

about obsession, fame and betrayal,

for fans of Black Mirror.

What She Found in the Woods

Josephine Angelini

9781529017717  €9.50 ____

Macmillan

A compelling YA thriller with an 

unreliable narrator and loads of 

suspense from international bestseller

Josephine Angelini.

Rose Interrupted

Patrice Lawrence

9781444940657    €9.50 ____

Hodder

Being a teenager is hard enough, but it's

even harder in a world you've never

known A story about coming of age,

slap-bang in the middle of a strange new

world. 

Pan’s Labyrinth - HB

Guillermo Del Toro

9781526609557   €19.99   ____

Bloomsbury



All the Things We Never Said

Yasmin Rahman

9781471408298   €9.50   ____

Hot Key

Dark Blade

Steve Feasey

9781408873397   €9.90 ____
Bloomsbury

16-year-old Mehreen Miah's anxiety and

depression, or 'Chaos', as she calls it, has

taken over her life, to the point where

she can't bear it any more. So she joins

MementoMori, a website that matches

people with partners and allocates them a

date and method of death, 'the pact'.

A sweeping epic fantasy perfect for fans

of the Summoner trilogy by Taran 

Matharu and Shadow and Bone by Leigh

Bardugo.

Heartstopper Vol Two

Alice Oseman

9781444951400   €12.99   ____

Hodder

Boy meets boy. Boys become

friends. Boys fall in love. An

LGBTQ+ graphic novel about life,

love, and everything that happens in

between: this is the second volume of

HEARTSTOPPER.

Rugby World Cup 2019 Kids 

Clive Gifford

9781783124695   €8.50   ____

Carlton

CHILDRENS

Million Pieces of Neena Gill

Emma Smith-Barton

9780241363317   €9.50 ____
Hamilton

Neena's always been a good girl -

great grades, parent-approved friends

and absolutely no boyfriends. But

ever since her brother Akash left her,

she's been slowly falling apart - and

uncovering a new version of herself

who is freer, but altogether more 

dangerous. 

Chimpanzee & Me

Ben Garrod

9781788547604   €17.50  ____

Head of Zeus

This is a unique look at conservation of

the species and Ben's life-long love of

chimps, illustrated in full colour with

photos and line drawings.

Dublin Fairytale

Nicola Colton 

9781788491310   €9.99 ____

O’Brien Press

Let’s See Ireland!

Sarah Bowie

9781788491327    €9.99 ___
O’Brien Press

Follow Molly's journey in this gorgeous

picture book that is sure to delight adults

and children alike!

Kingdom

Jess Rothenberg

9781509899388   €9.50 ____

Macmillan

A tautly-paced YA thriller for fans of

One of Us is Lying and Westworld.


